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ATOMIC / BOOTS / KIDS

HAWX ULTRA XTD 130 BOA GW
AE5029040+ Cement/Stone/Red
Cement/Stone/Red

Commercial Model Name
Product Name : HAWX ULTRA XTD 130 BOA GW

The ultimate all-mountain crossover boot, the Atomic Hawx Ultra XTD 130 BOA GW blurs every line
between downhill performance and walkable efficiency.
The ultimate all-mountain crossover boot, the Atomic Hawx Ultra XTD 130 BOA GW blurs the line between
downhill performance and walkable efficiency. Next-generation Prolite uses the lightest profile possible
and then adds reinforcements to key areas to create a super robust all-mountain / freeride touring boot
that is 25% more stable for supremely powerful skiing. The BOA® Fit System Alpine uniformly wraps the
shell around the foot to provide a secure foothold for precise skiing performance and an even more
comfortable fit. Completely customizable, heat-moldable Memory Fit together with the Mimic Platinum
Liner can be uniquely molded to the precise shape of the foot. The Adaptive Fit System (AFS) Tongue
allows for various tongue positions for a more precise fit over the instep. The highly adaptive GripWalk
Sole makes it compatible with all GripWalk, MN, MNC and Pin bindings, and the cuff offers a generous 54º
range of motion for unimpeded movement. A powerful hard-flexing boot that offers a low volume, 98mm
fit, this is the dream boot for those who ski every run at the resort yet like to explore fresh snow and more
adventurous skiing beyond the boundaries.

Memory Fit Mimic Adaptive Fit System (AFS)
Tongue

Advanced heat-fitting technology
creates a fully personalized shell,
cuff and liner in minutes.

Special heat-moldable plastic in
heel, ankle, tongue and cuff areas
mimic the shape of your foot.

The adjustable AFS Tongue can be
repositioned to accommodate
different foot shapes and instep
heights.
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